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Fiscal Systems Releases the NEXOS ITM Point of Sale
An Affordable Solution for the C-Store Retailer at NACStech 2010

MADISON, Alabama, April 21, 2010- Fiscal Systems announced today that it will introduce its most
affordable Point of Sale solution the NEXOS ITM created for the C-Store Retailer at NACStech next week
in New Orleans, LA. The NEXOS I provides retailers with reliable functionality and proven technology to
meet their business needs. Valuable features such as cashier and store reconciliation, department and
inventory reporting and the ability to control the credit card readers are included to simplify the
retailer’s job. The system’s flexible modular architecture provides retailers the ability to easily upgrade
to scanning with a full pricebook.
The NEXOS I’s intuitive touch screen on the retail hardened IBM SurePOSTM platform makes every task
quick and easy as well as improves cashier productivity and enables greater control of the retail site
combining all their revenue centers into one system. NEXOS I provides retailers in the Convenience
Store market a viable alternative when considering their retail automation needs when replacing their
legacy systems.
NEXOS I’s Manager’s Work Station (MWS) and Site Controller (SC) allow a simple way for automating
daily sales reports, interfaces to most major dispenser brands and streamlines transaction processing.
The MWS and SC run on the versatile LINUX operating system.
For more information about NEXOS I or any other Fiscal product or service, contact our Sales
Department at 1-800-838-4549 or Sales@fis-cal.com. Additional information is available on our
website at: www.fis-cal.com
About Fiscal Systems
Fiscal Systems offers a strategic approach to linking Fuel Control to C-Store systems, ensuring your profit
centers operate securely, accurately, and conveniently. Fiscal makes it all work together, delivering direct
and seamless connections via a scalable, robust base system making it easy and affordable to add additional
features later without spending a fortune. Fiscal Systems delivers the software on IBM SurePOSTM
hardware to provide the lowest cost of ownership and fast, on-site repairs reducing the number of points of
contact to ONE- Fiscal Systems.
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